
Monday 11th 
May 

Tuesday 12th 

May 
Wednesday 13th  

May 
Thursday 14th 

May 
Friday 15th May 

Free play Free play Free play Free play Free play 
Wake n shake – 

warm up dance to 
‘Follow me – 

Supersimple songs’ 
(On Youtube) 

Wake n shake – 
warm up dance to 
‘Colours song Jack 

Hartman’ 

Wake n shake – warm 
up dance to ‘Busy Feet 
it’s warm up time’ (on 

Youtube) 

Wake n shake – warm 
up dance to ‘Shake your 

sillies out by The 
learning Station (On 

Youtube) 

Wake n shake – warm up 
dance to ‘ 1 little finger 
Supersimple songs’ (On 

Youtube) 

Outside play – If 
you have some 

magnetic letters or 
numbers or foam 
ones, you could 

hide these in a sand 
tray or water tub 

and get the boys to 
find them (could 

fish them out of the 
water with a fishing 

rod) and match 
them to outlines 

drawn in chalk on 
the ground. Or go 
for a walk or free 
play in the garden 

(minimum an hour) 

Outside  play -  If 
you have some 

magnetic letters or 
numbers or foam 

ones, you could hide 
these in a sand tray 
or water tub and get 

the boys to find 
them (could fish 
them out of the 

water with a fishing 
rod) and match 
them to outlines 

drawn in chalk on 
the ground. Or go 
for a walk or free 
play in the garden 

(minimum an hour) 

Outside play–  If you 
have some magnetic 

letters or numbers or 
foam ones, you could 
hide these in a sand 

tray or water tub and 
get the boys to find 

them (could fish them 
out of the water with a 
fishing rod) and match 
them to outlines drawn 
in chalk on the ground. 
Or go for a walk or free 

play in the garden 
(minimum an hour) 

Outside play -   If you 
have some magnetic 

letters or numbers or 
foam ones, you could 
hide these in a sand 

tray or water tub and 
get the boys to find 

them (could fish them 
out of the water with a 
fishing rod) and match 
them to outlines drawn 
in chalk on the ground. 
Or go for a walk or free 

play in the garden 
(minimum an hour) 

Outside play -   If you have 
some magnetic letters or 

numbers or foam ones, you 
could hide these in a sand tray 
or water tub and get the boys 
to find them (could fish them 
out of the water with a fishing 

rod) and match them to 
outlines drawn in chalk on the 
ground. Or go for a walk or free 

play in the garden (minimum 
an hour) 

Nursery rhyme:  
‘3 muddy pigs felt 

board song for 
preschool circle 
time and library 

Nursery rhyme: 
‘3 muddy pigs felt 

board song for 
preschool circle 
time and library 

Nursery rhyme:   
‘3 muddy pigs felt 

board song for 
preschool circle time 

and library story time’ 

Nursery rhyme: 
 ‘3 muddy pigs felt 

board song for 
preschool circle time 

and library story time’ 

Nursery rhyme:  
 ‘3 muddy pigs felt board song 
for preschool circle time and 

library story time’ (On 
Youtube) Could change this to 



story time’ (On 
Youtube) Could 
change this to 5 

muddy pigs and if 
you have any 

suitable props to 
accompany it.  

story time’ (On 
Youtube) Could 
change this to 5 

muddy pigs and if 
you have any 

suitable props to 
accompany it. 

(On Youtube) Could 
change this to 5 muddy 
pigs and if you have any 

suitable props to 
accompany it. 

(On Youtube) Could 
change this to 5 muddy 
pigs and if you have any 

suitable props to 
accompany it. 

5 muddy pigs and if you have 
any suitable props to 

accompany it. 

Gross Motor 
Skills:  

Can repeat cosmic 
kids yoga on the 
farm from last 

week or the farm 
gross motor games 
on the trampoline. 
Try and get them 

moving and 
running as much as 

you can – music, 
colours, punch 

balloons or bubbles 
could be used to 

encourage 
movement.  

Gross Motor Skills:  
  Can repeat cosmic 

kids yoga on the 
farm from last week 

or try some of the 
animal movements 
on the trampoline. 
Try and get them 

moving and running 
as much as you can 

– music, colours, 
punch balloons or 
bubbles could be 

used to encourage 
movement. 

Gross Motor Skills:   
Can repeat cosmic kids 
yoga on the farm from 

last week or try some of 
the animal movements 
on the trampoline. Try 
and get them moving 

and running as much as 
you can – music, 

colours, punch balloons 
or bubbles could be 
used to encourage 

movement. 

Gross Motor Skills:   
Can repeat cosmic kids 
yoga on the farm from 

last week or try some of 
the animal movements 
on the trampoline. Try 
and get them moving 

and running as much as 
you can – music, 

colours, punch balloons 
or bubbles could be 
used to encourage 

movement. 

Gross Motor:   
Can repeat cosmic kids yoga on 
the farm from last week or try 

some of the animal movements 
on the trampoline. Try and get 
them moving and running as 

much as you can – music, 
colours, punch balloons or 
bubbles could be used to 

encourage movement. 

Jigsaw: Same as 
last week 

 
Fine Motor Skills-  
Alphabet sorting 
activity (could do 
this with colours or 

Jigsaw: Same as last 
week  

 
Fine Motor Skills-  
If you have any 
simple board games 
at home that 

Jigsaw: Same as last 
week  
 
Fine Motor Skills- 
Thread pasta onto 
twine. Tie a small knot 
at one of a piece and 

Jigsaw: Same as last 
week  
 
Fine Motor Skills- 
Attach some kitchen or 
toilet rolls to the edge 
of a large tub or basin 

Jigsaw: Same as last week  
 
 
Fine Motor Skills – I will list a 
few fine motor apps that the 
boys could try on the iPad 
below.  



shapes either). 
Place coloured 
letters/shapes/any 
small coloured 
items you have in a 
basin of water. 
Place some small 
coloured bowls 
beside the basin 
and encourage the 
boys to scoop one 
item at a time out 
of the basin using a 
big spoon into its 
correct coloured 
bowl (good for 
their hand eye co-
ordination) 

 
Sort by shape: 
Sticky shapes 
treasure hunt: If 
you have some 
contact paper and 
masking tape, make 
4 different shapes 
on a window 
(circle, triangle, 
square and 
rectangle) sticky 
side out. Cut up lots 
of small shapes and 

promote hand eye 
co-ordination 
development e.g. 
Pirate Pop, Ker 
plunk, Magnetic 
fishing game, 
buckaroo.  

 
Sort by shape:  
Sticky shapes 
treasure hunt: If you 
have some contact 
paper and masking 
tape, make 4 
different shapes on 
a window (circle, 
triangle, square and 
rectangle) sticky 
side out. Cut up lots 
of small shapes and 
scatter/hide these 
in the room. 
Encourage the boys 
to find the shapes 
and stick them in 
the correct shape on 
the window. 

see if the boys can 
thread some penne 
pasta pieces onto it.  

 
Sort by shape: Sticky 
shapes treasure hunt: If 
you have some contact 
paper and masking 
tape, make 4 different 
shapes on a window 
(circle, triangle, square 
and rectangle) sticky 
side out. Cut up lots of 
small shapes and 
scatter/hide these in 
the room. Encourage 
the boys to find the 
shapes and stick them 
in the correct shape on 
the window. 

and fill the basin with 
some rice. Add in some 
scoops or spoons and 
encourage the boys to 
pick up some rice and 
empty t back into the 
basin through the 
different kitchen rolls – 
nice sensory activity 
also. 

 
Matching: Continue 
with matching non 
identical objects if the 
boys are able for this or 
stick with matching 
identical pictures.  

Matching:  Continue with 
matching non identical objects 
if the boys are able for this or 
stick with matching identical 
pictures. 



 

• These are a few apps the boys could try, to work on their fine motor skills: Tiny Roads, Disney jigsaw, Polo’s blocks, Dot2dot 

 

• Practice life skills every day e.g. brushing teeth, getting dressed, opening and closing buttons, zipping coats, washing hands, 

eating with a fork.  

scatter/hide these 
in the room. 
Encourage the boys 
to find the shapes 
and stick them in 
the correct shape 
on the window.  
Story –Can repeat 
last week’s chosen 
farm story or ‘On 
the farm’ by Axel 
Scheffler is a nice 
one. Again if you 
have any suitable 
props at home to 
accompany the 

story – could use an 
old pillow case as a 

story sack.  

Sensory play:  
Animal washing: 

Using any small toy 
animals you have, 

place them in a tub 
or basin of mud 

from the 
garden/hot 

chocolate powder 
mixed with water. 

Place a tub or basin 
of water beside this 

with an old nail 
brush/toothbrush/ 
Sponge/washing up 

brush in it. 
Encourage the boys 
to wash the muddy 

animals.  

Story  
(Same story as Monday 

– repetition is key.) 

Music: Same farm 
songs as last week 

 

Art: 
Corn on the cob painting: Get 
the boys to roll a corn in the 

cob in some paint and roll this 
on a big sheet of paper to make 

a nice pattern.  
If you don’t have any corn on 
the cob you could make some 
paper plate sheep with them. 

Get them to put some glue on a 
paper plate and stick on some 

cotton wool and eyes etc.  



 

• Exercise and play – Really important. Get outdoors as much as possible.   

 

• Littleones.ie have some lovely toys – The Melissa and Doug ‘water wows’ are lovely for colouring practice.  


